Abstract-Realistic Rendering of thin transparent layers bounded by rough surfaces involves substantial expense of computation time to account for multiple internal reflections. Resorting to Monte Carlo rendering for such material is usually impractical since recursive importance sampling is inevitable. To reduce the burden of sampling for simulating subsurface scattering and hence improve rendering performance, we adapt the microfacet model to the material with a single thin layer by introducing the extended normal distribution function (ENDF), a new representation of this model, to express visually perceived roughness due to multiple bounces of reflections and refractions. With such a representation, both surface reflection and subsurface scattering can be treated in the same microfacet framework, and the sampling process can be reduced to only once for each bounce of scattering. We derive analytical expressions of the ENDF for several cases using joint spherical warping. We also show how to choose proper shadowing-masking and Fresnel terms to make the proposed bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) model energy-conserving. Experiments demonstrate that our model can be easily incorporated into a Monte Carlo path tracer with little extra computational and storage overhead, enabling some real-time applications.
INTRODUCTION
M ANY real objects in our daily life are constructed of thin transparent sheets (e.g., frosted glasses and plastic slices) or coated with thin transparent layers (e.g., glazed ceramics, waxed floors, and glossy paints). A common feature among all these examples is that light scatters at all layer boundaries as it enters each layer and undergoes multiple internal reflections before it finally exits from the layer, either as reflectance or as transmittance. Even if complex light scattering from suspended particles within these layers could be ignored due to its trivial contribution to shading, imitating physically accurate subsurface scattering is still a daunting task because of probably infinite bounces of reflections and refractions at layer boundaries [1] , [2] . Most conventional BRDF models resort to a simple ideal diffuse term to approximate subsurface reflection. Such an approximation, however, is physically implausible for most materials, and adjusting parameters to accommodate subtle variations in subsurface reflection among different materials is impractical [3] .
The microfacet model, originally developed by Torrance et al. [4] , [5] , is powerful and flexible in handling singlebounce surface scattering occurring at a single planar boundary. Due to this reason, it is widely used in physically-based energy-conserving shading [6] . However, the original form of this model lacks the ability to characterize subsurface scattering among multiple layered materials, since the effect of subsurface scattering is often determined by more than one boundary for each layer.
In this paper, we aim to adapt the traditional microfacet model to the material with a thin transparent layer, such that both subsurface reflection and transmission can be treated in the same microfacet framework as surface reflection.
To this end, we first conduct a thorough study of how each bounce of internal reflection influences observed reflectance and transmittance, especially the directional distribution of outgoing light. Based on the insights gained from the study, we introduce the extended normal distribution function (ENDF), a new representation of this model, to express visually perceived, overall roughness due to multiple bounces of reflections and refractions. We demonstrate how to faithfully estimate ENDFs in various cases using a new method called joint spherical warping, as well as an additional back warping step when necessary. Furthermore, how to choose the optimal terms of shadowing-masking and Fresnel reflectance for thin transparent layers is also analyzed, and an approximated diffuse term is employed to compensate for the energy loss due to multiple scattering among microfacets.
Our ENDF provides several benefits when incorporated into microfacet-based BSDF models. First, it reduces the sampling process to only once for each bounce of subsurface scattering, circumventing the need to recursively sample the corresponding NDF for each light-surface interaction. This improves rendering performance, especially for scattering with a high number of bounces. Second, our proposed ENDF enables real-time rendering under all-frequency environmental lighting by means of pre-filtered environment maps [7] , since the light scattering pattern from subsurface is primarily determined by the ENDF.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions.
By studying the influence of various incident light distributions on perceived surface roughness, we show how to determine scattering patterns of outgoing light induced by multiple internal reflections using joint spherical warping. A new representation named extended normal distribution function is employed in microfacet model to deal with subsurface scattering from thin transparent layers. A practical BSDF model based on the ENDF is proposed for realistic rendering of the material with a single transparent layer in the microfacet framework. We illustrate its usage in both a Monte Carlo path tracer and a real-time rendering application. To reduce anisotropic distortion of joint spherical warping, a back warping step is further introduced when necessary. Its benefit is analyzed and verified in detail. Proper shadowing-masking and Fresnel terms are provided to ensure energy conservation, and an additional diffuse term is suggested to fix the energy loss problem in microfacet models. The first three contributions also appeared in a conference version [8] of this work. We further improve the fitting accuracy of ENDFs by including a back warping step when reflection events are involved, and incorporate these ENDFs into a layered BSDF model with proper remaining terms and an additional energy compensation term. This leads to the last two contributions.
RELATED WORK

Microfacet-Based BSDF Models
Microfacet model was introduced to Computer Graphics by Cook and Torrance [5] to quantify light reflections at rough surfaces. Experimental validations against real-world measurements have consistently proven that microfacet-based BSDF models compare favorably with other families of parametric BSDF models [6] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . In microfacet-based BSDF models, the microfacet orientations are statistically described by the normal distribution function (NDF) [13] , [14] . The original NDF is parameterized by the orientations of microgeometry, and it can be further extended to include spatial variations [15] and bidirectional visibility [16] , [17] , [18] . For microfacet-based BSDF models, correct shadowing-masking functions are essential for energy conservation [6] , [19] . Several different analytical expressions are available, such as the Smith model [20] and the V-cavity model [5] .
The microfacet model has also been used to simulate transmitting effects through rough surfaces. Stam [21] derived a microfacet-based BTDF model for transmissive materials with rough surfaces as part of his layered model for the simulation of skin reflectance. This model was further extended by Walter et al. [22] with proper normalization and importance sampling strategies. Real-time algorithms on the simulation of rough refraction effects with microfacet-based BTDF models are also available in the literature [23] , [24] . Our work bears some similarity to [25] which proposes a dual-microfacet model to treat a special case of thin slabs with spatially-varying roughness, while omitting light transport inside the objects. This method only estimates the overall NDF with an empirical solution. By contrast, we provide an analytical model which is physically plausible and easy-to-compute, leading to high-quality rendering effects.
Rendering with Layered Materials
Layered materials are widely used in graphics to describe surface and subsurface scattering. Although rendering of layered materials can be computationally expensive, it offers great potential to generate physically convincing results. Traditionally, this requires solving a very complex 1D radiative transfer equation at a slow convergence rate [3] , [26] .
To lower computational complexity, a variety of approximate methods are available. A few methods are designed for some specific types of layered materials with certain accuracy. For highly scattering and optically thick materials, a dipole or multipole diffusion approximation can be used to capture multiple scattered reflections [27] , [28] , [29] . The Kubelka-Munk model [30] , [31] , [32] works well in simulating absorption and scattering of tiny pigments inside a planar sheet, if all incident and scattered lights are assumed to be perfectly diffuse. To obtain fast and accurate estimation of light distributions in multiple slabs, the adding-doubling method [2] , [33] is highly recommended. Gu et al. [34] proposed a BSDF model for the particular case of an optically thin contamination layer on transparent surface under the single scattering condition.
Our work is inspired by [1] which introduces a flexible family of layered BRDFs combining several microfacetbased surface layers. Since their work is based on the assumption that all secondary rays scattered from one layer interface are supposed to be collimated and meet at a single point on the next layer, the effect of one-bounce subsurface reflection seems to be glossier than it should be. Moreover, multiple bounces of internal reflections are not correctly handled by this method. Our work overcomes these obstacles simultaneously and meanwhile offers additional benefits which will be elaborated below. 
PRELIMINARY
To motivate our approach, we begin with a brief review of the NDF and microfacet-based BSDF models. In Computer Graphics, the microfacet model assumes that any rough surface can be modeled as a collection of microscopic dielectric or conducting facets that are oriented according to a NDF DðmÞ evaluated at the microfacet normal m (see Table 1 ). Generally, estimating DðmÞ is crucial, since the directional scattering pattern of each material is primarily determined by DðmÞ. With DðmÞ, a physically-based BSDF model can be derived, such as the model by Walter et al. [22] which comprises a BRDF model f r ðo; iÞ ¼ M r ðo; iÞDðmÞ; with (1)
and a BTDF model f t ðo; iÞ ¼ M t ðo; iÞDðmÞ; with (3)
where M r ðo; iÞ and M t ðo; i; hÞ contain the shadowing-masking term Gðo; iÞ, the Fresnel term F ði; mÞ, as well as proper normalization. It has been verified that both M r ðo; iÞ and M t ðo; i; hÞ are smooth and have little effect on the shape of BSDF [9] , [15] , [22] . To use this model, a distribution function used to fit DðmÞ needs to be set up first. In this paper, we opt to employ the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution for its simplicity and analytical tractability in deriving several formulas related to the NDF, especially the joint spherical warping approximation described later. A vMF fitted NDF on the two-sphere (S 2 ) parameterized by the mean m m m and concentration k m is written as [24] [36] .
We also need to choose the proper shadowing-masking term Gðo; iÞ and the Fresnel term F ði; mÞ. The masking term G 1 ðo; mÞ (or shadowing term G 1 ði; mÞ) should be derived mathematically from the NDF DðmÞ since they are not independent [19] , [20] , [22] . We follow the derivation in [19] to compute G 1 ðo; mÞ for the vMF fitted NDF DðmÞ
Unfortunately, the integral in the denominator of the second equation has no closed-form expression because of the nonlinearity of the clamped dot product. Based on the observation that the masking term is affected by both the concentration parameter k m and the cosine of viewing angle o Á m m m , we approximate the integral with the following form: Fig. 2 reveals that our approximation shows a good agreement with the ground truth for any roughness. In addition, from the plots we can see that G 1 ðo; mÞ is almost constant except for very rough surface (e.g., k m ¼ 1).
Gðo; iÞ is finally computed as Gðo; iÞ ¼ G 1 ðo; mÞG 1 ði; mÞ by assuming that the shadowing and masking terms are uncorrelated [19] .
For the Fresnel term, we suggest to use the common formulation given in [5] , i.e.,
where 
EXTENDED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
Assumption of Traditional Microfacet Model
Note that the original microfacet-based BSDF model described above is based on the assumption that for a given pixel, the incident light source (here we regard the viewing direction o as the incident direction based on the principle of reversibility) is distant from the surface point to be shaded. This implies that all incident light rays inside a pixel footprint are nearly parallel to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . For light scattering from a single surface, this assumption holds, and it is the foundation for a well-known fact in microfacet model which states that only microfacets with normals lying within a solid angle dv m can reflect light into the solid angle dv r ¼ 4jo Á mjdv m (see Fig. 4a ). However, this assumption is invalid when dealing with layered materials, as shown in Fig. 3 . Although the incident light beam can be assumed to be collimated initially, the reflected or refracted light rays incident upon the second surface are not parallel to each other due to the bumped surface. Intuitively, the directional distribution of incident light will influence the rendering effect of surface roughness (i.e., DðmÞ) as shown in Fig. 4b . Inspired by this observation, we seek to find an extended normal distribution function to characterize surface roughness such that subsurface reflection can be treated in the same framework as the original microfacet-based BSDF.
Joint Spherical Warping
To derive the ENDF for simulating subsurface scattering, we investigate the relationships among the directional distribution of incident light DðoÞ, microfacet normal distribution DðmÞ, and directional distribution of re-scattered light DðrÞ or DðtÞ by leveraging joint spherical warping, and examine how the shape of an ENDF varies with incident light beams with different distributions.
Warping Functions. Ideally, the specular reflection and refraction can be expressed as two warping functions Fðx; mÞ ¼ 2ðm Á xÞm À x; and (9)
Given a normalized direction o, these two functions return the reflected direction r ¼ Fðo; mÞ and refracted direction t ¼ Cðo; m; hÞ, separately. Reflection. r ¼ Fðo; mÞ can be viewed as a binary function that transforms two directions o and m to a direction r. To figure out the directional distribution of r, we first compute the joint distribution of r and o as Dðr; oÞ ¼ @m @r
where Dðm; oÞ is the joint distribution of m and o, while @m @r
is the Jacobian determinant of the transform between r and m with respect to F. Integrating both sides of Eq. (11) over o and substituting Dðm; oÞ ¼ DðmÞDðoÞ since m and o are independent, we get
We refer to Eq. (12) as an exact form of joint spherical warping in the case of reflection. It is easy to verify that spherical warping [15] , [37] is actually a special case of joint spherical warping in which DðoÞ degenerates to a delta function (see Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material).
If both DðmÞ and DðoÞ follow the vMF distributions, we are able to find another vMF distribution that fits DðrÞ. Here we resort to the moment preserving method and begin with the derivation of the first-order moment of DðrÞ
Note that two steps of spherical warping are included in this derivation. The first one transforms DðmÞ into the space of r, and the second one transforms DðoÞ into the space of r. To represent DðrÞ as a vMF distribution like DðrÞ ¼ Mðr; m m r ; k r Þ, a strong candidate is the one whose first-order moment (i.e., A 3 ðk r Þm m r ) matches the result in Eq. (13) . It turns out that the mean direction and the concentration parameter should be m m r ¼ Fðm m o ; m m m Þ; and Here we have (14) resembles spherical convolution of the vMF distributions in [35] . In the rest of this paper, we will use the notation of spherical convolution, i.e.,
to represent our calculation of DðrÞ according to Eq. (13). Refraction. Similarly, the directional distribution of refracted light is calculated as
Furthermore, we can represent DðtÞ as a single lobe vMF distribution with m m t ¼ Cðm m o ; m m m ; hÞ; and
Back Warping
Generally, fitting a warped NDF with an isotropic vMF lobe is reasonable for narrow vMF lobes and for incident angles that are far from grazing, but may fail in other cases. Fig. 5 shows two examples of reflection and refraction. We test with three different viewing conditions where m m o Á m m m is set to 1, 1=2, and ffiffi ffi 3 p =2, separately. Here the ground truth results (g.t.) are generated according to the accurate forms of joint spherical warping given by Eqs. (12) and (16), while the approximate results with isotropic vMF distributions (vmf) are generated using the parameters in Eqs. (14) and (17) . Obviously, as the vMF lobes become wide, the error increases. This is due to the fact that the joint spherical warping operation would inevitably incur large anisotropic distortion for oblique viewing directions, especially for DðrÞ.
To alleviate this, we introduce an additional warping step to transform DðrÞ back into the space of m under the assumption of a fixed viewing direction, i.e., DðoÞ ¼ dðo À m m o Þ (see Fig. 6 ), such that Z
Then, we haveD r ðmÞ % M m; m m m ; @r @m
which is the ENDF for reflection. Actually, DðrÞ here can be viewed as an ENDF in the space of r. As shown in Fig. 7 , the back warping step (DðrÞ b.w.) will reintroduce some anisotropy effect that is missing from the rotationally symmetric vMF lobe. This yields the results that are much closer to the ground truth. We can undoubtedly perform a similar back warping for the refraction as shown in Fig. 8 . However, since the anisotropic distortion for refraction seems negligible, and in many cases, including such an addition step does not help to improve fitting accuracy of DðtÞ much. Thus, we choose to use DðtÞ vmf directly for refraction as the ENDF. Please refer to Appendix E, available in the online supplemental material, for more detailed evaluation of our joint spherical warping and back warping. 
So far, we have derived the ENDFs for both reflection and refraction and verified their accuracy quantitatively against the ground truth. The rest is to incorporate them into a practical BSDF model for rendering layered materials realistically. In what follows, we restrict our consideration to one thin transparent layer composed of two smooth or rough boundary surfaces whose NDFs are characterized by Dðm 1 Þ and Dðm 2 Þ, respectively. We further assume that both Dðm 1 Þ and Dðm 2 Þ follow the vMF distributions with m m m 1 ¼ m m m 2 ¼ n. The bottom of the layer could be opaque or transparent.
When a light beam hits a layer, light refracted into this layer may undergo a number of internal reflections before exiting from the medium (see Fig. 9 ). By summing over all light paths, the total outgoing radiance LðoÞ is expressed as 
with k being the bounce number of internal reflection. The first term L ð0Þ r ðoÞ in the righthand of Eq. (20) represents surface reflection which can be obtained by the traditional microfacet-based BRDF models with the actual NDF of outer boundary surface Dðm 1 Þ. The other terms model subsurface reflection and transmission induced by multiple internal reflections. These terms can be evaluated by their corresponding ENDFs.
One Bounce
We first show how to calculate subsurface reflection and transmission for one-bounce of internal reflection.
Transmission
The ENDF. One-bounce transmission L ð1Þ t ðoÞ models light traveling through a thin layer after getting refracted twice.
To determine the distribution of re-scattered light D ð1Þ t ðiÞ, one spherical warping step and one joint spherical warping step are required. Their relationship forms a NDF tree as shown in Fig. 10 . Using the notation of spherical convolution, D ð1Þ t ðiÞ is given by
For brevity, let Jðm 1
! iÞ denote the Jacobian determinant chain that gives the overall Jacobian determinant for the transformation along the path
Since reflection is not involved, there is no additional back warping step. We thus fit D with
and
Thus, the corresponding BTDF should be f 
Subsurface Reflection
The ENDF. Computing one-bounce subsurface reflection L ð1Þ r ðoÞ is a bit more complicated than computing L ð1Þ t ðoÞ since a reflection event is involved. In this case, one more joint spherical warping step and a back warping step are required as illustrated in Fig. 11 . Similarly, we can obtain the distribution of i as
To fit D ð1Þ r ðiÞ with a vMF distribution, the parameters should be m m i ¼ Fðo; nÞ; and (31)
with J 1 , J 2 and J 3 being the three Jacobian determinant chains in Eq. (30) . By applying an inverse Jacobian determinant (i.e., the back warping step), we get its ENDF in the space of m asD ð1Þ r ðmÞ ¼ Mðm; n; 4ji Á njk i Þ: Fig. 12 clearly shows that including such an additional back warping step in one-bounce subsurface reflection actually benefits the rendering effect, especially at grazing angles.
The Remaining Term. We approximate the remaining term M 
with
The corresponding BRDF is then given by f r ðmÞ.
Energy Conservation and Reciprocity
Our model is energy-conserving. To validate this, we perform white furnace tests [19] (rendering a sphere lit by a constant white environment map) for both f ð1Þ t ðo; iÞ and f ð1Þ r ðo; iÞ with surface reflection, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 . In each figure, we test three different configurations ranging from smooth surfaces to very rough surfaces. These tests prove that our BTDF and BRDF are both energy-conserving (all the pixel values do not exceed one), and furthermore, they agree well with the ground truth for moderate roughness. For very rough surfaces (e.g., k m 1 ¼ k m 2 ¼ 1), our shading results are a little brighter than the ground truth. This is due to the fact that the remaining terms are estimated by the mean directions only, which raises the scattered energy slightly for wide lobes.
Our models incur measurable energy loss that increases as surface roughness increases. This is caused by an assumption of the original microfacet model that it neglects multiple scattering among microsurfaces [6] . Similar to 
r ðoÞ using the same parameter setting as in Fig. 13 . some previous work [2] , [38] , we could introduce an additional diffuse lobe to approximately recover some lost energy. Such lobe should be properly attenuated by the Fresnel and shadowing-masking terms. Specifically, the attenuation for one-bounce transmission and one-bounce subsurface reflection could be ð1 À G [32] , [39] , so it can be pre-computed. For instance, the average Fresnel reflectance is 0.092 for h ¼ 1:5.
Though energy-conserving, our BSDF model does not obey reciprocity, since the ENDF involved is computed according to the viewing direction o. This hinders its usage in any bidirectional rendering methods, such as bidirectional path tracing. Essentially, the non-reciprocity nature is attributed to multiple refractions [40] .
Multiple Bounces
The above analysis of one-bounce transmission and subsurface reflection is applicable to multiple bounces. Specifically, as the bounce number increases, the radiance effect degrades rapidly due to the Fresnel effect (F 1 ) at the upper boundary. The Fresnel contribution at the lower boundary (F 2 ) may be as small as F 1 if the boundary surface is dielectric, otherwise it approaches 1. The net Fresnel effects of n-bounce transmission and subsurface reflection could be written as
As shown in Fig. 15 , the net Fresnel contribution in twobounce subsurface reflection is fairly low compared with that in one-bounce, and it falls off rapidly as the bounce number increases. We thus come to the conclusion that onebounce contributes most to subsurface reflection. Likewise, one-bounce transmission dominates the refraction effect in the case of dielectric lower boundary.
RENDERING
Monte Carlo Path Tracing
Our ENDF-based BSDF model can be easily incorporated into any standard unidirectional path tracer. Recall that if the bottom surface of a layer is opaque, we only have to compute the one-bounce subsurface reflection L Carlo samples of i is slightly different for these two cases. In the former case, we use the conventional sampling scheme designed for microfacet-based BSDFs which first generates a sampled microfacet normal m according toD ð1Þ r ðmÞ, and then applies appropriate adjustment for a change of variables from m to i. In the latter case, we draw samples i directly from the vMF fitted D ð1Þ t ðiÞ. To perform importance sampling over a vMF distribution, we use the numerically stable sampling strategy proposed in [41] .
A clear advantage of our BSDF model is that the sampling process can be reduced to only once for each bounce of transmission or subsurface reflection, circumventing the need to explicitly sample the corresponding NDF for each lightsurface interaction. Please note that computing one-bounce subsurface reflection normally requires three times of importance sampling. Thus, most traditional recursive sampling schemes are inefficient to generate subsurface lighting.
Real-Time Rendering
Another benefit of our BSDF model is its capability to be used for real-time rendering, such as rendering of scenes with pre-filtered environment maps. As suggested by Kautz et al. [7] , we first convolve a environment map with the vMF distributions with a decreasing concentration parameter, and then store the results into a mip-map. During rendering, once the directional distributions of incident light inside a screen pixel are obtained, we index into the pre-convolved environment map with the mean direction served as the texture coordinate and the concentration parameter served as the mip-map level. The returned value is further attenuated by the Fresnel and shadowing-masking terms.
EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS
We have implemented the proposed BSDF model using C++ and integrated it into a Monte Carlo path tracing based rendering system. We also developed a GPU version using OpenGL and GLSL to permit real-time rendering. All our results are generated on a PC with an Intel Core i7 920 CPU, 16 GB RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 graphics card, using a default output resolution of 512 Â 512. Unless mentioned otherwise, the relative index of refraction h is set to 1.5, since it is a good approximation for medium in practical use. The sampling rate of path tracing is 1,600 spp except where explicitly noted.
Visual Quality Comparisons. We first verify the correctness of our BSDF models by comparing with the ground truth results (g.t.), which are synthesized by the traditional path tracing with recursive sampling along the light beam trajectory. Fig. 16 shows the rendering results of a dielectric plate with varied roughnesses on both sides. Our models are able to realistically simulate both surface reflection and onebounce transmission. Clearly, our results without energy correction (ours) are visually close to the ground truth, especially for smooth or moderately rough surfaces. However, both approaches suffer from serious energy loss for very rough surfaces (Fig. 16c) , leading to unnatural rough transmittance. Including a diffuse correction lobe (w.c.) can alleviate this to some extent.
Another experiment for rendering layered materials with one-bounce subsurface reflection (L ð1Þ r ) is shown in Fig. 17 . Likewise, our results visually resemble the ground truth when the surfaces are not very rough, while error increases as surface roughness increases. The energy loss issue of rough surfaces in this case can also be handled by introducing an extra diffuse correction lobe, as shown in Figs. 17c and 17d.
Performance. Table 2 summarizes the timing performance of our approach and the methods used for comparison. For one-bounce subsurface scattering, our approach without correction gains nearly a two-fold increase in speed compared with the ground truth method. As reported in the table, rendering time of the ground truth method grows approximately linearly with the number of reflection bounces. By contrast, our rendering time (both with and without correction) remains nearly constant, regardless of the bounce numbers. This is attributed to the fact that we only need one sampling pass, no matter how many bounces might happen during rendering. Since including a diffuse lobe for energy compensation incurs extra sampling and the effect is nearly negligible for moderate rough surfaces, we only do this for very rough surfaces (e.g., k ¼ 1) in our current implementation.
Rendering Curved Transparent Slabs. In Fig. 18 , we compare our BSDF model in rendering one-bounce transmission against previous methods including the single refraction model by Walter et al. [22] and the dual-microfacet model [25] . Undoubtedly, using the single refraction model directly (Fig. 18a) is physically inaccurate since at least two refraction events should be considered as light passes through an object. The dual-microfacet model (Fig. 18b) can produce visually plausible rough refractions if its model parameters are properly fitted. However, the fitting process is often sophisticated and time consuming. Another challenge of this model resides in performing importance sampling for Monte Carlo rendering since unlike our method (Fig. 18c) no analytical form exists for the overall NDF. Therefore, fireflies may exist even with a large number of samples, as shown in the close-ups.
Light Absorption. Our layered BSDF model, similar to [1] , is able to handle light absorption inside the medium. Conceivably, light absorption inside the layer will not alter the distribution of scattered light, since absorption only reduces light intensity. The light is attenuated exponentially with 
and a thin sheet (s a ¼ ½0:9; 0:9; 0:
2 ). Compared to [1] , our method achieves higher image quality and the rendering result is closer to the ground truth. The method in [1] is based on a flawed assumption of collimated secondary light beams, easily incurring higher accuracy loss. When layer boundaries are very rough (see the second row), the traditional microfacet model will introduce noticeable energy loss, while both our method with a correction lobe and the method in [1] can fix this problem to some extent by compensating lost energy. Fig. 20 demonstrates the ability of our approach to handle spatially-varying light absorption inside layers. The absorption coefficient s a is specified by a texture, and d is set to 2. Again, our method achieves higher accuracy compared to [1] .
Rendering A Complex Scene. Fig. 1 shows our rendering result on a complex scene containing several objects with different materials. Each object in this scene has a thin layer, either conducting or dielectric, with varied roughness and levels of gloss. Since we do not rely on the input of any precomputed data, textured inputs such as light absorption and surface roughness are naturally supported.
Real-Time Rendering. Fig. 21 illustrates the usage of our BSDF model in real-time rendering applications. Here, we show a bunny model (70 K triangles) lit by a distance environmental light. From Figs. 21a, 21b , and 21c, we show the results of surface reflection, one-bounce subsurface reflection, as well as the result with both surface and subsurface reflection, separately. Using a pre-filtered environment map, we can easily achieve real-time performance in every situation, while still maintaining the phenomenological correctness compared with ground truth. For this real-time rendering application, we achieve a sustained frame rate of around 700 fps (Fig. 21c) . By contrast, the path tracer used to generate ground truth takes over 10 minutes. Please refer to our accompanying video for the live demo.
Real-Time Appearance Editing. Since our BSDF model does not require any cumbersome precomputation, and the ENDF can be evaluated on-the-fly, the roughness of each layer boundary can be edited in real-time. This is shown in Fig. 22 , where we see the rendering results of a dragon model (100 K triangles) with varying surface roughness on both sides. We simply adjust the concentration parameters of two vMF distributions (k m 1 and k m 2 , respectively), and our system is able to generate the corresponding shading results in real-time. More appearance editing results can be found in the accompanying video.
Limitation. Our work has several limitations. The main limitation is that the joint spherical warping based on isotropic vMF distributions will cause a certain anisotropic distortion at grazing angles, especially for very wide vMF lobes (i.e., k ¼ 1). As a consequence, our approach is not competent for the layered materials with extremely rough surfaces. To alleviate this, a possible way is to use multi-lobe distributions such as movMF. Additionally, in our current implementation, we use a simple diffuse lobe to fix the energy loss problem of the microfacet model. In some cases, such an approximation would incur controllable accuracy loss. This issue could be tackled by using more rigorous models, such as the one in [42] . 
CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have presented a novel BSDF model for efficient rendering of objects with thin transparent layers. Our key contribution is the ENDFs for depicting directional distribution of secondary rays undergoing multiple internal reflections. We adapt the traditional microfacet model to the material with a single thin layer and provide a lightweight tool to handle subsurface reflection and transmission. We have derived simple analytic expressions for ENDFs for different cases using the joint spherical warping strategy and a back warping operation, and validated their effectiveness intensively. Reliable shadowingmasking and Fresnel terms based on the ENDF are derived as well. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method could accelerate the rendering performance of multiple bounces of subsurface reflection and transmission when integrated into a conventional path tracer. We also demonstrate the application to real-time rendering under environmental lighting.
In the future, we plan to overcome the limitations as described in the previous section, and we also intend to investigate the influence of light scattering on the shape of our ENDF when dealing with translucent layers. Jingui Pan is a professor with State Key Laboratory for Novel Software Technology, Nanjing University. He now works as the deputy president of Agricultural Knowledge Engineering Research Association, China Automation Society, director of Computer Users' Association, Jiangsu Province, and director of Multimedia Specialty Committee, Jiangsu Microcomputer Application Society. His major research field is knowledge engineering and its application, multimedia distance education system, and virtual reality.
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